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WELCOME!
Welcome to the new, fortnightly, Ripley
Student Wellbeing Matters newsletter where
we will be sharing lots of positive ideas and
information to help support everyone’s
mental wellbeing and health, particularly
during these challenging and difficult times.
If you would like to respond to any of the
articles, share any ideas or get in touch, you
can email us at:
wellbeingmatters@ripley.lancs.sch.uk

WHY OUR WELLBEING
MATTERS
Mental wellbeing is about feeling good and
functioning well and is important to all of us.
It is important for our physical health too,
and it can help us to achieve the goals we set
for ourselves.
Having good mental wellbeing does not mean
that you will never experience feelings or
situations that you find difficult, but it does
mean that you feel you have the resilience to
cope when times are tougher than usual.

IN THIS EDITION....
...there are ideas to help improve your
wellbeing during lockdown, including the ‘5
Ways to Wellbeing’, advice on How to
Maintain
Social
Relationships
During
Lockdown along with information about how
you can 'Express Yourself', the theme for
Children's Mental Health Week (1-7 February
2021).
This edition also includes practical tips on
how you can look after and boost your own
mental health as well as ways to help
support others during this period of
lockdown.
Finally, there is a verse, central to our school
ethos from Michael, our school Chaplain, a
reminder of how to contact The Ripley
Wellbeing Team and an Action for Happiness,
Coping Calendar with lots of inspiring ideas
for daily actions to help you look after
yourself and others.

THE 5 WAYS TO WELLBEING

The Five Ways to Wellbeing are a set of actions which
promote people’s wellbeing. These activities are simple things
we can all do in our everyday lives.
Below are some of the things that you can be doing to
increase your own wellbeing during lockdown, so give them
a try over the next two weeks!

HOW TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS DURING
LOCKDOWN
Although keeping in touch with those we care about is a lot easier in the digital age we live
in, being physically separated from the ones we care about is by no means easy. And with
schools closed, many students may struggle to maintain healthy relationships with their
friends and peers.
For young people especially, relationships are such an important part of developing a
personal identity and social skills. It’s essential students find ways to stay in contact. So, for
the students who are struggling with isolation, we're going to take a look at three ways that
you can maintain those friendships. Before then, let's consider why these relationships are
so important.

WHY ARE SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS IMPORTANT?

Social relationships can help:

Develop a sense of belonging and self-esteem
Provide an emotional support system
Allow people to try new things and establish new hobbies
Develop social skills such as empathy, active listening, and conflict resolution

HOW TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS DURING
LOCKDOWN
3 TIPS TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
DURING SCHOOL CLOSURES
1.Write Letters
Writing a letter is a thoughtful way of showing
your friends that you care, as it takes time,
consideration and effort. Moreover, for those who
are particularly struggling with lockdown, writing
down your thoughts helps them label their emotions,
process what they’re feeling, and cope with them
more effectively.
Writing letters to friends can also benefit your
writing skills and is great way of making sure you
continue to utilise your written communication skills.

2.Have a weekly catch-up
Take the time to schedule a virtual get together with
friends at least once a week. Not only is it an effective
way of making sure you feel connected on a regular
basis but it also allows enough time to pass so it
doesn’t feel like a chore.
However, like with all things, a routine can get boring
after a while, so don’t be afraid to change things up.
For example, have a watch party one week watching
your favourite shows or movies together, a games
night the next, and a homework catch up session the
week after. The possibilities are endless and depend
entirely on what your friends and you like to do
together.

HOW TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS DURING
LOCKDOWN
3.Start planning for the future
While national lockdowns are not over yet, you
could still start planning what you and your friends
are going to do once they are over and you can
safely meet again. For example, if you or a friend
has spent a birthday whilst in lockdown, discuss what
you’re going to do to celebrate. Looking to the
future is a great motivational tool as it can give
you something to look forward to.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Maintaining relationships whilst in lockdown is no easy task. Not going
to school can make people feel isolated, demotivated, and put the
relationships they have with people to the test.
Even when they try their best to stay in touch, it may feel like the friendship
group is drifting apart. Hopefully these tips can help maintain and develop
social groups and interactions both during and beyond this pandemic

This year’s Children’s Mental Health Week is taking place on 1-7 February 2021 and the theme
is Express Yourself.
Expressing yourself is about finding ways to share feelings, thoughts, or ideas, through
creativity. This could be through art, music, writing and poetry, dance and drama,
photography and film, and doing activities that make you feel good.
During Children’s Mental Health Week, there will be an assembly along with different ways to
get involved and look after your mental health.
It’s important to remember that being able to express yourself is not about being the best at
something or putting on a performance for others. It is about finding a way to show who you
are, and how you see the world, that can help you feel good about yourself.

Living life
in all its fullness
Michael, School Chaplain

Jesus and the Christian faith care deeply about us living "life in all its fullness" (or
'abundance' in some translations). This was Jesus speaking in John 10:10 and I believe
these words are just as much for you and me today in the middle of lockdown, as they
were when Jesus first spoke them.
In a time of uncertainty, one thing I am certain of is that God cares for us and cares all
about us. He cares for our wellbeing, our mental health, our friendships, our families
and more. Feel free to review worship content from last term (all on Firefly, Worship
section) and ongoing as we continue to encourage you to look to God as you consider
how you can best live your "life to the full".

